According to Mallat multi-resolution analysis, A new edge detection algorithm based on multiscale product is presented, which uses Gaussian function and its first-derivative as lowpass and highpass filter to enhance edge and suppress noise, then detect edge embedded noise by gradient direction and updating search method. The experiments show that this approach has advantages of detecting edge in different gray contrast, high signal-noise ratio and pixel-level location accuracy.
Introduction
Edge is the important characteristic of image. Edge detection technique specially address the problem of image enhancement, segmentation, recognition and registration. It is also an important research issue in computer vision and pattern recognition. Image edge is often buried by noise, so it's significant to research edge detection algorithm.
Traditional edge operators, such as Sobe Roberts Prewitt and canny etc, have conflict between suppressing noise and edge location because noise and edge are high frequency components. In recent years, some new theory are applied in edge detection such as morphology [1] , neural network [2] and wavelet transform [3~4] . The researching results [3~4] indicate that multiscale product of edge increase exponentially and that of noise decrease rapidly with increasing scale. Detecting image edge using multiscale, hence, can solve conflicts in suppressing noise and location accuracy. Selection of wavelet basis effects edge detection result. Because Gaussian function is lowpass filter and its derivative is wavelet function, so Gsussian function and its first-derivative are served as lowpass and highpass filter to detect image edge. Many experiments demonstrate the proposed algorithm has detection result of good quality and strong robustness again noise.
Wavelet Multiscale Product
Image gray level have different performance under various resolution in the same scene [6] . The edge of large object is clearly visible, but the contour of small object is degraded under low resolution. Edge effect at single scale is not ideal, so it is necessary to detect edge at different scale . 
Two-dimension wavelet transform are defined as follows: In order to reduce computation cost, edge points which coefficient sign are different at different scale are regarded as noise and discarded as properties 1 and only product of two scales need be calculated as properties 2. In addition, gradient direction is involved to obtain single-pixel edge. Because two-dimensional separable transform can be computed quickly: The procedure of multiscale product edge detection using Gaussian function is designed as follows:
, is obtained by implementing lowpass filtering with formula 5 along x and y direction. Gradient magnitude and direction of pixel at lower scale can be computed with formula 7 ~8. 
Improved Method of Seeking Local Maximum gradient magnitude
A method of local maximum gradient magnitude is presented in [7] . Algorithm is improved on the basis of researching.If is local maximum gradient magnitude of point (x, y)in gradient direction 
Experiment Analysis
The entropy of random variable which meets normal distribution is maximum in terms of information theory. Because Gaussian noise meets normal distribution, the image is embedded Gaussian noise which variance is 0.01 in order to analyze ability of suppressing noise. Two frames images are carried edge detection based multi-scale product at scale j δ =1 and 2 respectively. Figure 1~2 show edge detection results using proposed algorithm compared to canny operator. 
conclusion
The basic task of edge detection is to solve conflicts of location accuracy and suppressing noise. According to Mallat multi-resolution Analysis, Gaussian function and its first-derivative are served as lowpass and highpass filter, respectively, to enhance edge and suppress noise by computing multi-scale product at different scale along x and y direction, then detect edge buried by noise using gradient direction. The experiments show that this approach has advantages of detecting edge in different gray contrast, high signal-noise ratio and pixel-level location accuracy. Next step is edge linking and subpixellevel location accuracy.
